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| we deliver
When contemplated, the phrase “We Deliver” will likely
conjure up a variety of thoughts … some of which will be
influenced by one’s age. Some of our more “seasoned”
members may well remember the days when milk, coal, ice
and other commodities were delivered right to their doors.
For others, those thoughts may be associated with promises
made, but not kept. While “delivering” is a dying or dead
offering in many industries, it is a promise … and task that is
alive and well, and is occuring around the clock, at
Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative (MEC).
Some commodities, such as propane, water, internet access and
electrons can certainly be transported to you, and in these cases
still are, but delivering can also include other items not provided
by truck, pipe, fiber or wire. Offerings such as service, commitment,
dedication, and others, are delivered through one’s faith and
confidence in the organization from which something is received.
Here at your cooperative, we take pride in the promise, “We
Deliver,” and strive to do so in a variety of ways. The most obvious
is the electrons we supply through your distribution system that
power your homes and businesses ... but it’s also a commitment
to provide other valuable benefits, including sentiment, and trust,
that build peace of mind. We believe that delivering peace of mind
to our Members is also a major component of our “We Deliver”
pledge to you.
Having peace of mind about your electric service provider
should include the confidence that we can be counted on to meet
your power needs. It should also include the comfort that we will
always be there for you, and will always do whatever is in the best
interest of our Membership, and the communities where they live.

About the Cover: One of our more recently hired employees,
Mason Temple, is pictured waving from a Mecklenburg Electric
Cooperative (MEC) bucket truck. He is a ground technician in our
Emporia district and says he came to MEC with a desire to help his
community. He is learning from our skilled and dedicated line
workers the ins and outs of providing reliable and environmentally
safe electric power as well as the importance of customer service
that exceeds the expectations of those we serve.
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The compass utilized by MEC to provide direction for delivering
its services and value to you has four points, or principles. Your
cooperative’s service efforts are built upon those four key
principles, they are: innovation, integrity, accountability, and
commitment to community. These compass points serve as the
foundation for the quality services that we deliver and provide
guidance for all that we do on your behalf.
As we celebrate MEC’s 80th anniversary this year, this annual
report takes a look at these four principles, or attributes, and how
we use them to deliver value to you as a Member. Your cooperative
operates with a discipline and sense of purpose that transcends

A Letter from Your President & CEO

traditional accountability and responsibility. We are driven by the
confidence you place in us to meet your electric needs, and the
support you provide through your generous comments and safety
well wishes in letters, emails, Facebook posts and in personal
encounters out and about in the community. We take great pride in
what we do for you and are very, very thankful for the trust you place
in us to provide the essential commodity of electricity.
With regards to delivering, this report also provides preliminary
information on EMPOWER Broadband. It outlines the efforts
underway on our new endeavor to offer the best in high-speed
broadband internet service to MEC’s Members, and ultimately, to
people in surrounding areas. Once again, as your cooperative did in
the 1930s with electricity, we are stepping up to provide you a service
no one else will. High-quality internet access will soon take the
significant step from luxury to necessity and our Members deserve
the same high-quality internet service as is available in urban areas ...
we intend to make sure they have just that.
So I invite you to take a few minutes of your valuable time to scan
through the next 13 pages of this annual report. We are proud of the
humble beginning of your cooperative, gratified about where we
have been and what we offer, and excited about the new directions
we are exploring. As the world around us changes, so too does your
cooperative ... and with change comes opportunity.

JOHN C. LEE, JR.

I’d like to take a moment to recognize and express my appreciation
to our competent and devoted employees. We are experiencing
significant turnover as the expected wave of baby boomer retirements
has begun, and the faces at your cooperative are changing. However,
all our employees, those new to your cooperative and those who have
been serving you, understand the tremendous responsibility you have
entrusted to us, and their work ethic and dedication are reflective of
that task’s critical importance to you and your family’s quality of life.
Your employees are a gifted and talented group of people who are not
only outstanding and trustworthy workers, they are gracious and goodhearted people too. I am honored to work alongside them every day,
and I thank them for their outstanding efforts on your behalf.
Please continue to follow us on Facebook for updates and to share
your thoughts with us. We appreciate your support and the confidence
that you place in this organization and all of us who work for you here.

The one constant throughout MEC’s storied 80-year history is the
organization’s dedication to its Membership ... we are here to serve
you ... and that never changes. We recognize that, and NEVER take
it for granted. As we reflect on the past year through this report, I am
hopeful that you’ll see the pride we take in being your cooperative,
and the passion your employees have in our mission of being an
electric service provider you will not only be pleased with, but take
pride in.

John C. Lee, Jr.
President & CEO

Integrity

our core values

Innovation

Accountability
Commitment to Community

These four values provide the foundation of your cooperative and allow us to consistently
deliver high standards of excellence to our Members.
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| integrity
Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative strictly adheres to a moral code, reflected in
transparent honesty in all its intentions, actions and communications.

Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative Board of Directors

From left, seated: Chairman David Jones of Bracey, Vice Chairman Frank Myers of Gasburg, Secretary/Treasurer Stan Duffer of Red

Oak, Assistant Secretary Donnie Moore of Chatham; First row, standing: Bob Jones of Boydton, Angela Wilson of Emporia, Mike

McDowell of Vernon Hill; Second row: David Hall of Hurt, Larry Layman of Halifax, Brandon Hudson of Virgilina & Peggy Lee of Freeman.

S

ince every Member of MEC is an owner, you participate in making

and its Members, and periodically visit state legislators and community

business decisions through your election of the 11 Directors who

leaders to share electric cooperative viewpoints, and educate others on

govern your cooperative. Your Board of Directors provide invaluable

our unique business model. MEC’s Board Members are involved in their

direction to your management, direction guided by always doing what is

communities, belonging to civic, church, school organizations, and other

in the best interests of the Membership they represent. Remember, they

associations outside of the community and contributing their strong

too receive service from the cooperative and Board decisions regarding

leadership skills to a variety of causes.

the business will affect them and their electric service as well. Their

MEC’s Members can trust the Board of Directors to make sound

respective individual ownership in MEC sets a sound foundation of

business decisions, protect their investment in the cooperative and, when

genuine interest in MEC’s performance. Your Directors attend meetings,

prudent, increase the value in terms of producing benefits. Directors on

hear and consider staff recommendations, express their views, and work

the Board author and approve general policies that relate to how the

hard to stay abreast of industry developments and glean knowledge that

cooperative performs, and how it conducts business. These policies cover

will make them more effective Directors.
Directors are interested in the performance of the cooperative,
concerned with how it can better serve the Members’ needs, and what

maximize benefit.

general changes may be necessary in organizational, financial and

Directors are responsible for retaining an external, independent firm

operating policies. Members delegate direct control of the cooperative

to audit the cooperative’s financial decisions and records each year. The

to the Board of Directors, who in turn delegate daily operational control

results of this year’s audit by Adams, Jenkins and Cheatham are on page

to the President and CEO.

10 of this report. Lastly, your Directors’ highest priority is hiring and

Your Board keeps informed on topics that will affect rural electrification

Governing Your Cooperative
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all aspects of cooperative activities, internally and externally, and provide
a basis for making sound, consistent decisions that can minimize risk and

retaining a competent President and CEO.

Managing Your Cooperative

U

tilizing our Strategic Plan’s six priorities, MEC’s management team

takes a unique approach to ensuring your cooperative not only

meets its Members’ needs, but also meets their expectations. As you

would expect of your employees, this team works diligently to deliver

building a distribution system to accommodate growth, ensure your
power stays on.

Your cooperative and its management team also work to bring

economic growth and development to Southside Virginia by working

safe, reliable and cost-effective power to the homes and businesses we

in lockstep with our counties and state agencies. Reliable and

organization as avowed in our mission statement …“To provide services

economic development prospect’s must-haves, and your cooperative

serve; however, this team further seeks opportunities to lead our

and create opportunities to enhance the quality of life.”

Your cooperative’s management team operates tactically through

daily tasks as well as acting strategically in implementing those six long-

affordable electrical power is, of course, a key component in any

works hard to ensure we do our part when prospective businesses show
interest in Southside Virginia.

Our second most important objective, behind only safety, is

term objectives including Financial Strength, Rates, Reliability, Growth,

delivering world-class customer service … serving our members is

six objectives, it is always noted that all strategic principles are

mistake about it, providing you with the very best in service is a goal

Member Relations and Employee Relations. When considering these

encompassed by our highest priority … SAFETY. Each management

team member strives to excel in this critical area to protect our

simply why we exist, and doing so really well is our desire. Make no
that runs strongly throughout your cooperative.

Lastly, your management team focuses on ensuring you have a

community, our members, and our employees. Nothing is more

qualified, capable and valued group of employees … after all they are,

throughout our organization.

cooperative’s employees are dedicated to you, your cooperative, and

managing the financial strength of your cooperative. The team

off the job. They are recognized as valuable assets in our communities

cost of serving each account. Further, the quality of your electric service

organizations that make Southside Virginia a great place to live and

important … SAFETY is genuinely this team’s HIGHEST priority, as it is

MEC’s managerial staff focuses squarely on maintaining and

prudently controls expenses to provide economical rates based on the
is measured through reliability; ongoing tactical tasks, like right-of-way

side-trimming, ground vegetation management, pole inspections, and

far and away, our most critical resource in successfully serving you. Your

the communities we serve and their commitment shows both on and

and give freely of their time and skills to a wide variety of activities and
raise your family.

Top left: From left: V.P. Information Technology Dwayne Long, Chief

Operating Officer Glen Gillispie, Jr., and V.P. Member & Energy Services
David Lipscomb.

Top right: From left: V.P. Human Resources Leilani Todd, V.P.

Engineering & Operations B.J. Seamans, Director of Engineering Brian

Woods and Director of Operations Robert Lankford.

Bottom right: From left: V.P. Finance & Accounting Carol Ann Jones

and Executive Assistant Carolyn Glass.
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Members can depend
on our dedicated
workforce
Our employees are hard-working individuals who often

brave weather extremes of hot and cold temperatures, rain,

high winds, snow, sleet and ice. As soon as they are alerted

of an outage, the adrenaline begins to flow and they are on

a mission ... giving their all and not stopping until the

electricity is back on for every member.

2
1

4

3

1 MEC employees work with integrity, high ethical standards and
a strong sense of respect for members and coworkers; and they
demonstrate tremendous pride in their community and nation and
respect for our veterans, like the one pictured here.

3 District service representatives (DSRs) in all three office
locations are trained in customer service and are eager to assist
MEC members with all aspects of their electric account. DSRs are
located in Chase City, Gretna and Emporia.
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2 MEC employees care about people in the community and use
festivals and fairs as an opportunity to share energy-efficiency and
safety information.

4 As MEC’s long-time employees prepare to retire, our annual
succession-planning efforts ensure your cooperative is prepared for
change.

| innovation
New ideas, processes and equipment improve the quality of service offered
to Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative members.

Left: MEC members James and Deborah Haskins of Red Oak say the kiosk is a convenient way to pay the electric bill,
especially on a rainy day or for people with limited mobility. Payments can be made anytime – day or night – and all
transactions are reflected on the account immediately after payment is made.
Right: With today’s user-friendly SmartHub technology, MEC members can conveniently report an outage, pay a
bill and do so much more. Lori Jarratt of Emporia says, “Our family is constantly on the go, and whether we are
at home or at the ballfield we have the luxury of MEC at our fingertips.”

Coming to MEC!
State-of-the-art technology enables Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative to offer the very best in services to members. Those

we serve are now managing their accounts and conversing with their electricity provider frequently in a variety of ways.

PREPAID METERING

An additional innovation for the near future will be PREPAID METERING. With prepaid metering, members will be able to

monitor their own energy use with our SmartHub app, purchase energy in advance and add to their account balance as
often as needed.

NET METERING

Another advancement for MEC’s members is NET METERING. Net metering is a billing mechanism that credits solar energy
system owners for the electricity they add to the grid.
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Upgrading the System with Fiber Optics
What Is Broadband?
Broadband is a communications term
relating to a high-speed network and
especially one in which a frequency
range is divided into multiple
independent channels for
simultaneous transmission of signals
(such as voice, data, or video).
The Federal Communications
Commission has defined broadband
by stating minimum download speed
must be 25 Mbps and the minimum

MEC’s Most Recent Innovation
Planning efforts began this year for a project to create a fiber-optic “backbone” to
connect MEC’s 27 substations from Gretna to Emporia and points in-between. This
development was required to increase communications system speed, capacity and
bandwidth capabilities for collecting and sharing power-system information and data.

upload speed must be 3 Mbps.
Entry-level services from EMPOWER
Broadband will be 50 Mbps
download and 50 Mbps upload at a
monthly cost of between $65 and
$75 that includes a Wi-Fi-enabled
fiber-optic router.

How the Fiber-Optic Backbone Will Benefit MEC
• Meet the increasing need for communicating with electricity distribution equipment
including meters, down-line devices, and substations on the cooperative’s system
• Monitor substation operations and evaluate energy use
• Improve overall reliability and meet the future requirements of Smart Grid
• Provide a reduction in internal costs of communication lines currently being leased
• Increase substation and grid security
• Ensure the cooperative has the capacity and communications capabilities to meet
its needs well into the future

A Great Opportunity for MEC Members!
In meeting its own requirements for ultra-high-speed communications, MEC recognizes the need of its residential, commercial
and industrial members to also have access to high-speed, high-capacity broadband service. Therefore, a pilot program to extend
fiber from the backbone to the premises of MEC members, Fiber-To-The-Premises (FTTP), has been initiated that will provide
unprecedented high-speed internet access. During the pilot, MEC members located within 1,000 feet of this backbone will be able
to subscribe for ultra-high-speed broadband internet service. The retail FTTP pilot will serve portions of Brunswick, Charlotte,
Greensville, Halifax, Mecklenburg and Pittsylvania counties. Upon completion of a successful pilot, the fiber initiative will be
undertaken for the entire system.
In addition to a $2.6M grant received from the Tobacco Region Revitalization Commission, MEC will seek federal, state, and local
grants and financial assistance wherever available to be used for the retail deployment. Success in securing the funds will determine,
in large part, how quickly the fiber service can be offered to additional areas. MEC will evaluate the feasibility of expanding
broadband service to the remaining portions of its electric service area and beyond through its subsidiary, EMPOWER Broadband.

If MEC doesn’t do it ... who will?
In 1938 no one would bring electric power to rural areas because of the sparse population and the inability to recover the
investment. This parallel leads us to ask the same question about fiber that the forefathers of your cooperative asked the community
about electricity in 1938 ... “if we don’t do it ... who will?”
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A bird’s eye view
of these power lines

shows how our innovative
right-of-way maintenance
program helps mitigate

outages due to limbs and
trees contacting facilities.
Also contributing to

dependable service are
lightning arresters,

reclosers and other

equipment installed on

each line.

Lower left: Today, our line personnel utilize the technology offered by vehicle-mounted computers. Technicians, while in the field,

receive service assignments directly on their laptops. With just a few clicks of the keyboard, they locate a member’s account and

complete the job with the utmost of efficiency.

Lower right: Each year we utilize an infrared camera to scan our substations and equipment to identify any issues that may otherwise
be visually undetectable. The infrared scan allows our technicians to see the temperatures of our equipment and uncover any issues

that may be occurring. Loose connections or pieces of equipment that may be deteriorating typically show signs of overheating.
Identifying these issues early helps avoid future outages.
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| accountability
Our organization accounts for its activities, accepts responsibility for them, and
discloses the results in a transparent manner.

MEC holds itself accountable to you, the members – who are located in the
Virginia counties of Brunswick, Charlotte, Greensville, Halifax, Lunenburg,
Mecklenburg, Pittsylvania, Southampton and Sussex and the North Carolina
counties of Granville, Person, Northampton, Vance and Warren.

D. STANLEY DUFFER

From your treasurer
I am pleased to present a summarized treasurer’s
report with information for your review, including
the following:
(1) A copy of the independent auditor’s report.
An audit of the cooperative’s accounting records
is performed each year and includes an
examination of MEC’s balance sheets,
statements of operations, statements of equities,
statements of cash flows and remarks concerning
each. Last year’s audit was performed by the
accounting firm of Adams, Jenkins and
Cheatham of Midlothian, Va. Copies of the
complete audited financial statements are on file
at the cooperative’s office for your review.
(2) Documents that reflect the sound financial
status of the cooperative for the fiscal year
ending December 31, 2017
(a) Condensed Statements
of Operations
(b) Condensed Balance Sheet
Thank you for your patronage this past year, and
we look forward to your continued support in
2018.
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Quick Facts for
2017

Condensed Statements of Operations
OPERATING REVENUES

$63,990,391

Cost of Purchased Power

98

$38,382,977

Transmission Expense - Operation

Number of Employees

12,975

Distribution Expense - Operation

3,485,010

Distribution Expense - Maintenance

4,650,791

Customer Accounts Expense

2,020,655

Administrative & General Expense

4,364,646

Depreciation

5,736,150

Interest on Long-term Debt

3,680,894

Other Deductions

4,473
Miles of Line

34,096

Services in Place

107,123

TOTAL COST OF ELECTRIC SERVICE

$1,410,089

62,441,221

Taxes Paid

OPERATING MARGINS

1,549,170

Non-operating Margins

$268,426

Generation & Transmission Capital Credits

1,300,964

Other Capital Credits

$38,382,977
Cost of Purchased Power

192,832

TOTAL NON-OPERATING MARGINS

1,762,222

PATRONAGE CAPITAL OR MARGINS

597,453,190

$3,311,392

Kilowatt-hours Sold

Year ending December 31, 2017

(As of December 31, 2017)

Capital Credits Returned to Members
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
0

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017
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Condensed Balance Sheet
ASSETS

Sources of
REVENUE

70% Residential
15% Large Commercial
10% Small Commercial
5% Public Authorities

Electric plant
Electric plant
Less accumulated provision for depreciation
Net electric plant

$187,173,189
60,378,607
126,794,582

Other property and investments
Investments in associated organizations
Other investments
Investments in economic development projects
Total other property and investments

29,629,973
916,851
120,545
30,667,369

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Materials and supplies
Other current assets
Investments in economic development projects
Current portion of notes receivable
Total current assets

3,793,843
11,223,135
1,639,952
370,179
47,232
907
17,075,248

Deferred charges
Total assets

3,170,679
$177,707,878

EQUITIES AND LIABILITIES
Equities
Patronage capital
Other equities
Accumulated other comprehensive income
Total equities

Uses of
REVENUE

62% Purchased Power
23% Operations & Maintenance
9% Depreciation
6% Interest

Noncurrent liabilities
Long-term debt
Other
Total noncurrent liabilities
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Current portion of long-term debt
Line of credit
Consumer deposits
Other current and accrued liabilities
Total current liabilities
Deferred credits
Total equities and liabilities
Year ending December 31, 2017
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$58,111,295
10,188,934
504,800
68,805,029

91,356,711
1,253,281
92,609,992
5,616,623
4,304,352
2,500,000
1,986,199
1,868,912
16,276,086
16,771
$177,707,878

| commitment
to community
We pledge to participate in the betterment of the communities MEC serves as well as
surrounding areas.
1

2

4

3

4

1 A true form of personal commitment to community is

2 MEC representatives meet with state legislators to convey

demonstrated by these men ... the ones who brave the snow,

the needs of their constituents in rural Virginia. Pictured: MEC

sleet and ice ... the winds ... and the scorching hot days. They

representatives with Delegate Rosyln Tyler.

are available in a moment’s notice upon your call to the
cooperative. They work all day, they work all night, they work

4 Chambers of commerce and local civic organizations can

hard and they work with determination and resolve.

count on MEC’s participation in activities planned for the
betterment of the community. Pictured: MEC participates in the

3 MEC’s Dwayne Long (seated second from right) volunteers in

Trunk or Treat event hosted by the Pittsylvania County Sheriff’s

Microsoft’s TEALS Program (Technology Education and Literacy

Office.

in Schools) as he team-teaches computer science to a joint class
of students from Bluestone and Park View high schools.
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Learning Opportunities
Provided for Young People

MEC dedicates time and resources to programs that
develop future leaders and encourage students to
excel in education.

Picnic for Accelerated Readers

“Touch a Truck” Day

College Scholarships

Hosting a Class at MEC

Youth Tour
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Arbor Day

2017 A Year of Recognition for MEC
Your cooperative’s goal is to enhance the quality of life for its members and the communities in which they live.
Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative has been recognized for making a difference, for its community involvement, and for
being an outstanding corporate citizen.

1

2

3

4

1 Based on their exceptional performance at the Gaff-n-Go
Lineman’s and Equipment Operator’s Rodeo, MEC employees
qualified to compete in the International Lineman’s Rodeo in
Kansas City, Mo.

2 The Commonwealth of Virginia recognized Mecklenburg
Electric Cooperative as a V3 Certified Company for
completing and sustaining all requirements for the Virginia
Values Veterans Program.

3 News Progress readers have voted Mecklenburg Electric
Cooperative the best “Electric Company” year after year.

4 The Mecklenburg County Veterans Memorial Committee
recognized MEC for honoring military veterans and active-duty
personnel.

Center | MEC is one of only 17 other electric cooperatives across the nation to earn the Service Excellence Four-Star
Cooperative status from Touchstone Energy Cooperatives.

Additional
Honors

MEC was invited to participate in Ride 2
Recovery when the event organizers learned
about the cooperative’s strong sense of
patriotism.

MEC received the Reader’s Choice award for
best “Electric Company” from the Brunswick
Times-Gazette, Independent-Messenger and
South Hill Enterprise newspapers.

For the third consecutive year, the Arbor Day
Foundation has named Mecklenburg Electric
Cooperative as a Tree Line USA® Utility.

MEC and other Virginia electric cooperatives
received the Chancellor’s Award at the
Virginia Community College System’s Hire
Education Conference for being instrumental
in creating and sustaining the Power Line
Workers Training School.

Representing Mecklenburg Electric
Cooperative, John C. Lee, Jr., accepted the
Business Honor Roll recognition from the
Virginia School Board Association.
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annual membership meeting
Wednesday, June 20, 2018 – MEC Pavilion, Chase City
5:00 p.m.
Registration Begins
Meal Served
6:20 p.m.
Meeting Kickoff Prize Drawing
(winner must acknowledge presence)
6:30 p.m.
Business Meeting Begins
Call to Order – David J. Jones, chairman
The National Anthem
Pledge of Allegiance
“God Bless America”
Invocation – D. Stanley Duffer, secretary/treasurer
Welcome – David J. Jones

“Personally welcoming our members as
they arrive for our Annual Membership
Meeting is among my favorite duties as
MEC’s president & CEO, and I get to
meet new members every year.”
– John C. Lee, Jr., president & CEO

Introduction of Board of Directors – David J. Jones
Recognition of Special Guests – Larry W. Layman, director
Recognition of Military Personnel and Veterans –
John C. Lee, Jr., president & CEO
Patriotic Video
Guest Speaker – Marcus Harris, president & CEO,
Old Dominion Electric Cooperative

Your Touchstone Energy Partner

Business Session
Secretary-Treasurer’s Report – D. Stanley Duffer
President’s Report – John C. Lee, Jr.
Election of Directors
Adjournment
Awarding of Door Prizes (winners must acknowledge presence)

For more information about your upcoming meeting and to view pictures
from last year’s event, go to www.meckelec.org.
GRETNA DISTRICT
606 Vaden Drive
P. O. Box 617
Gretna, VA 24557
434-656-1288 or 800-989-1289

HEADQUARTERS
& CHASE CITY DISTRICT

EMPORIA DISTRICT

11633 Highway 92

P. O. Box 427

P. O. Box 2451
Chase City, VA 23924
434-372-6200 or 800-989-4161

1413 Pleasant Shade Drive
Emporia, VA 23847
434-634-6168 or 800-989-0776

Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

